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PERSONAL SUMMARY：
Mr. Zhang joined Liu, Shen & Associates in 2011. Mr. Zhang obtained the qualification as a patent attorney
in 2012 and obtained the qualification as an attorney at law in 2015.

Mr. Zhang’s current practice mainly focuses on patent enforcement including patent litigation and administr
ation proceedings, patent prosecution and invalidation in the technical fields of automobile manufacturing,
EVehicles, machinery manufacturing, Mechanical and electrical engineering, wind turbine as well as medi
cal apparatus. Mr. Zhang’s services also include providing legal advice.

Mr. Zhang had a master's degree from Technical University of Clausthal (Germany) in 2010. Before joining
this firm, Mr. Zhang worked as a CAE engineer in Sany Electric for one year. In Sany Electric he worked in
wind power generation, mainly including calculation of structure strength for a wind turbine by using FEM s
oftware, writing certification report and charging a computer center, which is used for parallel computing.

HIGHLIGHTS：
REPRESENTATIVE CASES

1. Gree v. AUX representing defendant AUX to attend patent infringement litigation case before Guangzh
ou IP Court and challenging the validity of patent involved at the same time before the Patent Reexaminati
on Board. The patent involved was declared invalid for all claims. The plaintiff Gree did not file an administr
ative lawsuit and withdrew the lawsuit in the Guangzhou IP Court, what led us to win the case in a very short
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time.(2017.102018.4)
 We represent the defendant AUX.

HIGHLIGHTS：
REPRESENTATIVE CASES

1. Gree v. AUX representing defendant AUX to attend patent infringement litigation case before Guangzh
ou IP Court and challenging the validity of patent involved at the same time before the Patent Reexaminati
on Board. The patent involved was declared invalid for all claims. The plaintiff Gree did not file an administr
ative lawsuit and withdrew the lawsuit in the Guangzhou IP Court, what led us to win the case in a very short
time.(2017.102018.4)
 We represent the defendant AUX.
 Patent: Utility model patent for airconditioning deflector connection device.
 Jurisdiction: Guangzhou IP Court.
 Result: Win.
 The others: Successfully retrieving the evidence of common sense in the invalidation procedure.

2. Guangzhou Biaoqi v. Nanjing Baoguang representing defendant AUX to attend patent infringement litig
ation cases before Guangzhou IP Court and challenging the validity of two patents involved at the same tim
e before the Patent Reexamination Board. As a result, in one infringement case the prosecution was withd
rawn due to the invalidation of the patent, in the other infringement case successful noninfringement defen
se was made based on detailed and reasonable arguments during court hearing. (2017.122018.11)
 We represent the defendant Nanjing Baoguang Company.
 Patent: Two patents involving jewelry identification instruments.
 Jurisdiction: Guangzhou IP Court.
 Result: Win.
 The others: Successfully convincing the judge to reject the plaintiff’s lawyer’s request for judicial apprais
al by explaining to the judge the difference between the defendant's product and the patent involved.

Other CASES

■ Gree v. AUX patent infringement litigation and related patent invalidation, Mr. Zhang and his colleagues
represent the defendant AUX to attend patent infringement litigation cases before Guangdong Higher Peo
ple's Court, the case is still pending. (20172018)

■ Qualcomm v. Apple patent infringement litigation and related patent invalidation,
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agues on behalf of the plaintiff Qualcomm responded to the requester's invalid request in a number of inval
id cases. These invalid cases are still pending. (2018)
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agues on behalf of the plaintiff Qualcomm responded to the requester's invalid request in a number of inval
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■ A large electronics company v. a large Chinese Electronics Company, in the patent infringement case Mr
. Zhang was mainly involved in SEP and FRAND related affairs, and has translated and compiled several
German cases related to FRAND, some of which have been published in the "FRAND Case Selection", a
nd Mr. Zhang is also one of the editors of the book. (20162018)

■ Analysis of IP risk for Goertek, in this case Mr. Zhang made the analysis of possible infringement in view
of two Chinese patents and one American patent. (2018)

■ Wu Guifang v. Jizhou Aoke Zhongyi Petroleum Equipment Co., Ltd., in the patent invalidation case Mr. Z
hang and his colleague represent the patentee Jizhou Aoke Zhongyi Petroleum Equipment Co., Ltd, the ca
se is still pending. （20172018）

■ Jizhou Yike composite materials Co., Ltd. v. Jizhou Aoke Zhongyi Petroleum Equipment Co., Ltd., in the
patent invalidation case Mr. Zhang and his colleague represented the patentee Jizhou Aoke Zhongyi Petrol
eum Equipment Co., Ltd.; this case has not been concluded. （20172018）

■ Qingdao Jieshi Railway Technology Co., Ltd. v. Beijing Jieshi Zhongkun Railway Technology Co., Ltd., in
the trade secret case Mr. Zhang and his colleague represented Beijing Jieshi Zhongkun Railway Technolo
gy Co., Ltd. for the second instance, during this period he was mainly responsible for judicial appraisal. （
20162017）

■ Analysis of IP risk for THSAS and their clients, in this case Mr. Zhang made the analysis of possible infri
ngement in view of two European Patents. （2017）

■ Analysis of possible infringement for Mengniu Dairy Group Co., Ltd, in this case Mr. Zhang and his collea
gues made the analysis of possible infringement in view of dozens of Chinese patents. （2017）

■ Analysis of possible infringement for Ruixing carburetor manufacturing Co., Ltd., in this case Mr. Zhang a
nd his colleagues made the analysis of possible infringement in view of two American patents. （2017）
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ingement in view of one Chinese Patent. （2016）
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WORKING LANGUAGE：
Chinese,English,German
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